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The Problem
Difficult Cloud Deployment: Current cloud 
deployment requires complex configurations and 
manual processes, leading to errors and wanted 
time

A small marketing agency wants to deploy a 
targeted ad campaign to a specific region. 
They've built the campaign using serverless 
functions, but configuring and deploying all the 
necessary cloud resources to run the campaign 
efficiently proves to be a complex and 
time-consuming task for their team.



The Problem

Think of your local bakery owner who wants to move their 
customer database to the cloud for better security. However, the 
technical jargon and unfamiliar interface of cloud platforms 
prevents them from confidently taking this step.

Tech Barrier to Cloud Adoption: 
Non-technical users struggle with cloud 
deployment due to its technical 
complexity, hindering wider cloud 
adoption.



The Problem
Deployment Inconsistency: 
Inconsistent deployment methods 
across teams create security 
vulnerabilities and complicate 
collaboration.

For example a development team has 
some members deploying code manually 
through scripts, while others use graphical 
interface. This inconsistency creates 
confusion, potential security vulnerabilities 
due to different configurations, and make 
troubleshooting issues more difficult.



Effortless Cloud Deployment 
with Our AI-Powered Assistant

Imagine this: You, a busy developer, have a new microservice to deploy. 
Forget complex configurations and lengthy scripts. With our LLM application, 
deployment is as easy as having a conversation.

The Solution



1. Natural Language Interface: Simply tell our AI assistant what you want 
to deploy. No need to remember intricate cloud platform commands.

2. Automated Configuration: Based on your description(e.g., "Deploy a 
serverless function to handle user registrations in the US region"), the 
assistant uses OpenAI’s Assistant API to understand your intent and 
automatically configures the necessary cloud resources.

How it Works



● OpenAI Assistant API: This API allowéd us to create natural language 
interface, enabling the user to interact with the application like a 
conversation. We used the function calling tool to interact with cloud 
platforms.

● TrueLens: We used TruLens, a deep learning explainability library, to 
continuously test and improve the performance of our LLM application. 
TruLens helped us ensure the accuracy and reliability of the assistant’s 
understanding of users deployment requests.

AI Technologies in Action



Small businesses and solopreneurs can leverage the power of the 
cloud without needing extensive technical expertise.

1. Democratizing the Cloud

Our LLM application isn’t just or developers; it has the potential to 
revolutionize cloud deployments across various industries



Industries like healthcare or education, traditionally cautious about 
cloud adoption due to security concerns, can benefit from our secure 
and automated deployment process. This opens doors for innovative 
cloud-based solutions in these sectors.

2. Simplifying Cloud Adoption in New Fields: 



Looking ahead, we envision our LLM application becoming 
an essential tool for anyone wanting to harness the power of 
the cloud, by lowering the barrier to entry and simplifying 
deployment.



Market Opportunity
Average cost of Deployment = $55

TAM
$ 390.5M

7.1 Million Native 
Cloud Developers 
Worldwide

SAM
$ 78.1M

20% of developers 
deploy frequently.

SOM
$ 7.81M

The portion of frequent 
deployers who are 
likely to benefit from 
Cloudtalk.



Compared to other Methods

● Scripting: 
○ Steep learning curve

● GUI:
○ Moderate learning curve

● Our AI Tool:
○ Intuitive (No training needed)



● Subscription-Based: Provides predictable recurring revenue and incentivizes 
users for frequent deployment.

● Pay-per-Use: Offers flexibility and caters to users with infrequent deployment 
needs.

● Freemium: Attracts a wider user base and facilitates upselling to paid plans 
with higher value.

Revenue Model



Future Prospects
• Beyond, deployment, our AI tool could automate routing cloud 

tasks, freeing developers for higher level strategic work.



Thanks!  


